
 

Restaurant Group culinary crusade pays off with three
TripAdvisor Certificates of Excellence

The Slick Restaurant Group has received three TripAdvisor Certificates of Excellence for Belthazar Restaurant and Wine
Bar, Gibson's Gourmet Burgers & Ribs, and Balducci Asian Noodle & Sushi Bar.

Now in its sixth year, the achievement celebrates hospitality businesses that have consistently earned strong praise and
great traveller reviews and ratings on TripAdvisor over the past year. Certificate of Excellence recipients include
accommodations, eateries and attractions located all over the world that have continually delivered a quality customer
experience.

“We at the Slick Restaurant Group are passionate about food and what we do and are therefore delighted that all three of
our restaurants at the V&A Waterfront have been honoured with this coveted seal of approval from TripAdvisor. We are on
a continual culinary crusade for excitement, innovation and excellence, to provide a memorable unique dining experience
and retain our stronghold of being ‘The Best of the Best’ in each relevant category of restaurant that we own and operate.
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At Belthazar, we offer a theatre of food and wine, with the largest wine-by-the-glass bar in the world as well as a meat and
seafood extravaganza. At Gibson’s we aim to showcase the ultimate burgers and ribs, and also have an unbeatable gourmet
shakes menu with 57 decadently-divine flavours. And at Balducci Asian Bar our hallmark is authenticity, using the freshest,
best quality, original ingredients - which are given an innovative twist by our Asian head chef Daniel Yao. Being slick,
attention to detail, cutting edge technology, differentiation, continuously re-inventing ourselves and passion, passion,
passion are the drivers of the Slick Restaurant Group,” says Ian Halfon, Slick Restaurant Group MD.
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